Heb. 3:2-6 mws
V. 2

pisto.n
pertaining to being worthy of belief or trust, trustworthy, faithful, dependable, inspiring
trust/faith
pertaining to being trusted, faithful, trustworthy, dependable, reliable

poih,santi

AAPtcpMSD
fr. poiew
to make someone into something
to cause someone to assume a particular type of function, to assign to a task, to cause people to
assume responsibilities for a task

oi;kw|
household, family, ‘In a passage showing the influence of Num 12:7, Heb 3:2-6 contrasts the
oikoj of which Moses was a member and the oikoj over which Christ presides’
possessions associated with a house and household, property, poassessions

V. 3

plei,onoj
pertaining to being relatively large in quantity or measure, much, extensive, ‘followed by
genitive of comparison…more honor’
the upper range of a scale of extent, …great, greatlyh, much, a great deal

do,xhj
honor as enhancement or recognition of status or performance, fame, recognition, renown, honor,
prestige
honor as an element in the assignment of status to a person, honor, respect, status

para.
marker of comparative advantage, in comparison to, more than, beyond
marker of contrast by means of an alternative, rather than, instead of

hvxi,wtai

PfPI3sg
fr. avxiow
to consider suitable for requital or for receipt of something consider worthy, deserving
to consider something of a comparable merit or worth, to regard as worthy of, to consider as
meriting, to regard as being valuable for

kaqV
marker of norm of similarity or homogeneity, according to, in accordance with, in conformity
with, according to, ‘in so far as, inasmuch as’
marker of a relation involving similarity of process, in accordance with, in relation to

timh.n
manifestation of esteem, honor, reverence, pass- the respect that one enjoys, honor as a
possession, ‘be honored’
honor as an element in the assignment of status to a person, honor, respect, status

kataskeua,saj

AAPtcpMSN
fr. kataskeuazw
to bring a structure into being, build, construct, erect, create
to make or erect any kind of construction, to build, to construct

V. 4

kataskeua,zetai
kataskeua,saj

PPI3sg
AAPtcpMSN
see above, ‘the builder of all things’
‘for every house is built by someone’

fr. kataskeuazw
fr. kataskeuazw

V. 5

pisto.j
see above

qera,pwn
one who renders devoted service, especially as an attendant in a cultic setting, attendant, aide,
servant, only of Moses in Bible
a person who renders service, servant, Moses was faithful in God’s whole house as a servant’

martu,rion
that which serves as testimony or proof, testimony, proof, consisting of an action, a
circumstance, or a thing that serves as a testimony, ‘toward tertifying about revelations still to
come’
the content of what is witnessed or said, testimony, witness

lalhqhsome,nwn

FPPtcpNPG
fr. lalew
to utter words, talk, speak
to speak or talk, with the possible implication of more informal usage, to speak, to say, to talk, to
tell

V. 6

evpi.
marker of power, authority, control of or over someone or something, over, cf. 2:7
marker of the object over which someone exercises a control or authority, over, with
responsibility for

eva,nÎperÐ
reinforced form of evan, if indeed, if only, on condition that
an emphatic marker of condition, with the implication of reduced probability, if indeed, if surely

parrhsi,an
a state of boldness and confidence, courage, confidence, boldness, fearlessness, in relation to
God, ‘here joyousness, confidence is the result or the accompaniment of faith’
a state of boldness and confidence, sometimes implying intimidating circumstances, boldness,
courage

kau,chma
act of taking pride in something or that which constitutes a source of pride, boast, ‘that for which
we are proud to hope’
the referent of boasting, namely, that which one boasts about, what one boasts about

evlpi,doj
the looking forward to something with some reason for confidence respecting fulfillment, hope,
expectation, especially pertaining to matters spoken of in God’s promises, hope, of Christian
expectation
that which is hoped for, what is hoped for, hope

kata,scwmen

AAS1pl
fr. katecw
to adhere firmly to traditions, convictions, or beliefs, hold to, hold fast, hold fast, retain
faithfully, ‘keep the confidence firm’ cf. 10:23
to continue to believe, with the implication of acting in accordance with such belief, to continue
to believe and practice, to continue to follow

